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1.  INTRODUCTION

This paper provides an overview of the background, purpose, and intended endpoints, for

the development of sensitivity and uncertainty (S/U) analysis methods for establishing areas of

applicability and subcritical margins for nuclear criticality safety.  Subsequent papers will

specifically address the detailed subjects of:

$ sensitivity analysis theory and integral-based parameters for interpretation and

application,1

$ theory and example use of uncertainty analysis and integral-based parameters for

validation techniques,2

$ prototypic S/U SCALE Code system modifications/development,3

$ examples of least squares methods for criticality safety S/U analyses,4

$ prototypic examples of the use of S/U methods for determining experimental needs,5 and

$ example use of S/U for validation of methods for criticality safety applications.6

_________________

*Managed  by UT-Battelle, LLC, under contract  DE-AC05-00OR22725 with the
U.S. Department of Energy.
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Historically, the nuclear criticality safety community in the United States has evaluated the

computational biases and uncertainties of their calculational methods and nuclear data by

performing global or specific validations relative to critical-experiment benchmarks having

similar characteristics to their safety applications calculations (e.g., similar materials, hydrogen-

to-fissile atom ratios, neutron-energy-group causing fission, energy of average neutron lethargy

causing fission, etc.).  With the use of critical benchmarks having nearly similar characteristics to

safety applications, the community has been able to legitimately assume that the evaluated bias

and the uncertainty of the evaluated bias is adequately representative of the experimental

descriptions and uncertainties, the computational-methods values and uncertainties, and nuclear-

data values and uncertainties.  These interpretations of the aforementioned global integral

parameters have been, and will likely remain, successful measures of critical benchmark

applicability to safety applications in the critical-benchmark regime of well-hydrogen-moderated

uranium systems (i.e., H/fissile atom ratios greater than about 40) and well-hydrogen-

undermoderated uranium systems (i.e., H/fissile atom rations less than about 4), for example.7 

The presence of heavier elements as contributors to pseudo moderation and capture (e.g., such as

nitrogen, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine and higher mass

elements) in safety evaluation calculations complicates the assessment of areas of applicability for

computational validations due to the limited number, if any in some cases, of relevant critical

experiment benchmarks with similar elements and neutron-flux spectra.

Though frequently examined in reactor designs, there have been few instances within the

U.S. nuclear criticality safety community where the influence of the experimental descriptions,

computational methods and nuclear data uncertainties were specifically evaluated for their

impacts on the margins of subcriticality for safety.  The recently initiated8 and currently
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supported9, 10 Oak Ridge National Laboratory Applicable Ranges of Bounding Curves and Data

(AROBCAD) Project is developing software tools that:

$ will defensibly determine computational biases and uncertainties due to experimental-

descriptions, computational-methods and nuclear-data, and

$ will provide example guidance for the applications of these biases and uncertainties for

defensible margins of subcriticality for safety.

The end objective of the project is to provide these computational tools and guidance to

the nuclear criticality safety user community so that they can “. . .interpolate and extrapolate such

existing calculations and data as a function of physical circumstances that may be encountered in

the future, so that useful guidance and bounding curves will result.”11

An example of a “comparative” attempt to determine bias and uncertainties for materials

having no directly identical mixtures was presented in DOE DP-62 Criticality Safety Quarterly •

Winter 1993 entitled "k∞ for Certain Metals Mixed with 235U."  There were extreme variations in

the critical concentrations for 235U that were highly diluted individually with metals such as

aluminum, zirconium, or iron.  Depending upon the cross-section-processing and criticality

computational methods and different cross-section libraries applied for these circumstances, the

calculated k∞ results varied by as much as nearly 18%.  Though significant variations in k∞ were

observed for particular circumstances, no best-estimate of the bias nor understanding of the

margin of error were made from the cited computational studies (i.e., various computer codes and

cross-section libraries).  Additionally, the importance (sensitivity) of a calculated result as

influenced by the calculated neutron flux spectra resulting from specific isotopic nuclear reactions
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and resonance processing/identification was not examined.  Subsequent to those reported

observations a later study was reported12 that examined these extreme variations.

The rigor of criticality safety computational validations and evaluations is receiving

increased attention due to events of the last few years13, 14, 7 and anticipated future criticality safety

computational applications for decontamination, waste disposal15, 16 and fissile materials

disposition.  Without a defensible measure for relevant critical experiment benchmarks and

improved computational rigor for determining and justifying biases and uncertainties and margins

of subcriticality for safety the criticality safety community is confronted with their professional-

judgement and best-guess estimate of the bias and uncertainties for vaguely defined areas of

validation applicabilities.  The necessary rigor is not always evident in the benchmarking and

validating of safety calculational methods and data as they are used for applications to safety

evaluations.  An example17 of a possible inappropriate rigor and interpretation of methods/data

validation was the expected use of a validation, performed with critical experiments having

neutron fission chains predominately carried by thermal neutrons, for a safety evaluation

application that had neutron fission chains carried by relatively fast neutrons.  Neither the

sensitivity of the safety evaluation to neutron-energy range of applicability nor the uncertainty of

the data was addressed by the validation and methods/data application to the alleged safety

evaluation.

As previously mentioned, subsequent paper presentations will address the development,

potential, and example applications of evolving sensitivity and uncertainty methods for rigorously

estimating areas of validation applicability, computational biases and uncertainties for safety

evaluations.  There are multiple incentives for these evolving capabilities.  Firstly, they include

more defensible safety definition incentives followed by cost-reduction and rational-regulatory
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incentives.  Examples of these incentives are provided below as potential benefits of sensitivity

and uncertainty methods development and example applications discussed in subsequent

presentations.

2.  SAFETY INCENTIVES

Generally, the nuclear criticality safety community has relied on varied experienced

professional judgments to evaluate trends and margins of subcriticality with virtually no treatment

or understanding of nuclear cross section data uncertainty and its impact on margins of

subcriticality.  Typically these judgements have been based upon limited correlations with integral

nuclear parameters (e.g., calculated average neutron energy causing fission) or material

parameters (e.g., hydrogen to fissile atom ratios).  This reliance is further compounded by the

paucity of critical and subcritical experiments directly relating to fissionable material operations. 

Examples include the lack of experimental data for:

$ intervening materials and configurations used in the packaging of unirradiated and

irradiated fissionable materials for transport or storage,

$ fissionable material operations involving neutron interaction between high-neutron-

leakage fissionable material units,

$ neutron reflector influences on large systems of heterogeneous fissionable material units

(such as packaged waste and weapon component or reactor fuel),

$ operations involving mixed weapons-grade plutonium oxides and uranium oxides with

variable degrees of neutron moderation,

$ operations involving fissionable materials that have a predominance of fission chains

initiated with intermediate neutron energies such as systems of damp oxides of low to
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moderately enriched uranium, damp oxides of plutonium or 233U, systems using large

quantities of thermal, 1/v or resonance neutron absorbers, and

$ irradiated and spent fuel configurations in transport and storage.

Appropriate sensitivity and uncertainty analytic methods can identify potential

circumstances of benchmark to safety application similarities.  These methods can alert the user

about the estimated magnitudes and impacts of dissimilarities on computed uncertainties and

margins of subcriticality for safety.

3. COST  INCENTIVES

When confronted with determining subcriticality of different or unusual fissionable

material, its surroundings and its configurations, the nuclear criticality safety specialist generally

has proposed, and attempted to fiscally justify, critical experiments that were judged to be useful

in the validation of cross sections and computational methods.  The cross sections and

computational methods were then used to determine "actual" margins of subcriticality and safety

of fissionable material operations.  As stated above, the nuclear criticality safety community

typically has not used perturbation theory computational techniques to perform "trade-off" studies

of the need for critical experiments or the subrogation of experiments by computations.  Due to

the escalating overall high costs of experimentation (e.g., materials preparation, transportation,

security, experimental plans, hardware, staff, etc.) there has been increasing reliance placed upon

computational methods by extending an undemonstrated theoretical rationale for the validated

region of applicability of the computational method.  The rationale was then supported with

material or geometric parametric studies.  Typically, such studies do not quantify the magnitude of
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potential errors resulting from cross section data uncertainties.  However, sensitivity evaluations

can characterize and quantify potential computational variations due to cross section uncertainties.

Where technically justified for safety, there is a strong fiscal incentive for performing

sensitivity evaluations instead of critical or subcritical experiments.  This is exemplified by

general cost estimates of a sensitivity evaluation versus critical experiment measurements on a

series of single "homogenized" iron and 235U units.  Neglecting preparation costs for five iron

dilution experiments (each involving a large single "homogeneous" unit of 235U diluted with iron)

and assuming that five such critical experiments would require approximately 5 weeks to perform

at assumed costs of ~$4K/4-experimenters-day plus ~$27K/overhead-day, such a series would

cost about $0.8M.  It is estimated that with a proceduralized software protocol for performing

sensitivity evaluations, using cross section uncertainty files, that estimates of computation errors

for such systems could be accomplished in approximately 3 person weeks using existing work-

station computers for about $12K (at $800/FTE-day).  Though the sensitivity evaluation and

estimate of error does not specify precise critical conditions, it could provide adequate

information for process safety analyses and approvals or provide a theoretical, yet practical, basis

for justifying costly critical experiments.  In this hypothetical case, there is a potential savings by a

factor of ~67.

There is a perceived converse cost incentive to the substitution of critical experiments with

computational techniques.  That is, proper perturbation theory sensitivity evaluations may likely

identify the need for performing costly critical experiments for some circumstances requiring

safety evaluation.  Though such experiments may be perceived as an adverse cost incentive, the

performance of such experiments can prevent the misuse of computational evaluations for nuclear

criticality safety applications.  An improper reliance on computations could result in excessive
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costs resulting from a nuclear criticality accident or intervention and possible litigation resulting

from an unsuitable safety evaluation.

The ability to readily perform sensitivity and uncertainty evaluations for deterministic and

Monte Carlo calculations could permit the consideration of computational studies in lieu of

critical experiments in circumstances where the evaluated sensitivity/uncertainty/error bands of

the computational study results are known to be acceptable.  In circumstances for which such

evaluated bands are not acceptable it is apparent that critical experiments would be needed to

characterize such systems.  Additionally, such sensitivity and uncertainty evaluations can be used

to define specific experiments that are needed, thereby minimizing the number and costs of

experiments to be performed.

4.  REGULATORY INCENTIVES

Background findings in support of the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board

Recommendation 93-218 recognized notable differences between theoretical evaluations and

experimental benchmark results that demonstrated the need for "...improving the information base

underlying prediction of criticality..." by targeting "...major sources of discrepancy between the

theory and the experiments, as well as careful analysis of the experiments."  To properly review or

evaluate the technical bases and areas of computational validation applicability for determining

how much extrapolation, or interpolation, should be acceptable, a sensitivity and uncertainty tool

to evaluate data, computational uncertainties, and similarities between benchmark and safety

applications is required.  Such a tool is required to address the issue of extrapolation from existing

benchmark data bases to demonstrate uncertainties in margins of subcriticality and safety.
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5.  ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES AND CONCLUDING OVERVIEW

Subsequent presentations to this paper provide the bases for and example prototypic

computational code applications that can potentially address the issues and  incentives discussed

above.  These issues and incentives are to be addressed ultimately by providing the criticality

safety community with tools that appear familiar and are usable in a future SCALE and perhaps

other code system, which can broaden their knowledge base, enhance their professional insights

and engineering judgements, and provide sound theoretical and technical bases for the

applications of their expertise to computational aspects of nuclear criticality safety.

The subsequent presentations of theoretical applications, code modifications, and example

prototypic use may seem daunting to the new or prospective user.  However, the evolving

computational capabilities and tools for the criticality safety community are little more than the

same types of evolutions experienced by the nuclear criticality safety practitioner community with

the introduction of:

$ a handbook of limited critical experimental data graphs in the 1950s19

$ a subsequent crude interpolation of experimental data with inverse density squared,

surface density, and solid angle interaction computational techniques20 in 1956,

$ the further interpolation of experimental data with limited diffusion theory bucking and

broader guidance on theoretical applications21 in 1961,

$ the issuance of nuclear data and more in-depth diffusion theory methods applications and

data22 in 1963,

$ the release of a one-dimensional discrete ordinates transport theory code23 with generally

available neutron cross sections with anisotropic scattering24 in 1967,

$ the release of further comprehensive diffusion theory methods and data25 in 1968,
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$ the first generally applied Monte Carlo computer code for safety applications26 in 1969,

and

$ the release of an integrated suite of neutronics codes for processing cross sections and

performing criticality calculations27 in 1980.

Other more academic and theoretical tools were available to the nearly pure scientific

community before the production safety evaluation tools cited above were available to the nuclear

criticality safety community.  It required the transition of the theoretical tools to a practical

production environment and an accepted desire for their use before the tools became routine and

provided the user community with greater flexibility and insights into their work.  Likewise, it is

anticipated that as the sensitivity and uncertainty tools become more understood and easy for

production use another generation of computational capabilities will evolve with associated 

improved understandings and professional insights and judgements for safety.  However, sound

applications of historic data and theoretical methods will continue to have a place in the tool box

of the knowledgeable and experienced nuclear criticality safety professional to be applied to well

characterized and understood fissionable material operational systems.
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